Recent advances in the diagnosis and management of congenital adrenal hyperplasia due to 21-hydroxylase deficiency
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Congenital adrenal hyperplasias (CAH) are inherited defects of cortisol biosynthesis. More than 90% of CAH are caused by 21-hydroxylase deficiency (21-OHD), found in 1:10 000 to 1:15 000 live births. Females with ‘classical’ 21-OHD, being exposed to excess androgens prenatally, are born with virilized external genitalia. Potentially lethal adrenal insufficiency is characteristic of two-thirds to three-quarters of patients with the classical salt wasting (SW) form of 21-OHD. Non-SW 21-OHD may be diagnosed on genital ambiguity in affected females, and/or later on the occurrence of androgen excess in both sexes. Non-classical 21-OHD, detected in ≥1:100 of certain populations, may present as precocious pubarche in children or polycystic ovarian syndrome in young women. 21-OHD is caused by mutations in the \(CYP21\) gene encoding the steroid 21-hydroxylase enzyme. More than 90% of these mutations result from intergenic recombination between \(CYP21\) and the closely linked \(CYP21P\) pseudogene. The degree to which each mutation compromises enzymatic activity is strongly correlated with the clinical severity of the disorder. This close association between genotype and phenotype makes it possible to predict clinical outcome in affected subjects. The risk of SW and prenatal virilization can be estimated, and overtreatment can be avoided in mildly affected cases. Glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid replacement therapies are the mainstays of treatment, but additional therapies are being developed. A first trimester prenatal diagnosis should be proposed in families in whom molecular studies have been performed previously. The state of heterozygotism can be predicted by hormonal testing and confirmed by molecular studies. Prenatal diagnosis by direct mutation detection in previously genotyped families permits prenatal treatment of affected females in order to avoid or minimize genital virilization. Neonatal screening by hormonal methods identifies affected children before SW crises develop, reducing mortality in this disorder.
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**Introduction**

The biosynthesis of cortisol, a hormone necessary for survival, occurs in the adrenal glands under the stimulus of the adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). There are five enzymes necessary for the biosynthesis of cortisol from cholesterol (Figure 1). The biosynthesis of all adrenal steroids is regulated by a negative feedback, but among all steroid hormones produced by the adrenals, cortisol is the only one to exert a significant feedback control on ACTH secretion. Thus, when cortisol secretion is insufficient, whatever the cause, the feedback loop opens and ACTH rises (Figure 1).

Congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH) results from inherited defects in one of the five enzymatic steps required for the biosynthesis of cortisol from cholesterol. These disorders are so named because the adrenal glands are hyperplastic at birth due to unrestrained ACTH stimulation already in fetal life. Indeed, chronic overstimulation of ACTH secretion due to low levels of cortisol results in hyperplasia of the adrenal cortex. In addition, in all forms of CAH, other than lipoid CAH, there is increased output of the steroid precursors above the block, as well as of their urinary metabolites.

A defect in a particular step may be manifested clinically not only because cortisol and other steroid hormones are not synthesized effectively but also because precursor steroids proximal to the blocked step accumulate and can be shunted into other metabolic pathways, particularly that of androgen biosynthesis.
Each enzymatic defect produces a distinctive hormonal profile and clinical picture. The two most common CAH, 21-hydroxylase (90%) and 11\(\beta\)-hydroxylase deficiencies (5%), are due to enzymes (P450c21, and P450c11) expressed exclusively in the adrenal glands; classical and NC forms must be differentiated before genetic counselling. In the classical forms of 21-hydroxylase and 11\(\beta\)-hydroxylase deficiency, the androgens produced in excessive amounts virilize the female fetuses causing female pseudohermaphroditism (FPH). In contrast, the three other CAH (5%) are due to deficiencies in enzymes (P450scc, 3\(\beta\)-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase and P-450c17) expressed in both adrenal and gonadal tissues, resulting in decreased biosynthesis of both cortisol and testosterone (Figure 1). Therefore, the impaired testosterone biosynthesis results in the absence or incomplete masculinization of male fetuses (male pseudohermaphroditism or MPH) affected with any of the other three enzyme deficiencies (Figure 1).

Diagnosis must be based on the increased levels of ACTH-stimulated steroid precursor(s) that accumulate above the enzymatic block, with the exception of lipoid adrenal hyperplasia (P450scc deficiency) in which almost no steroids are produced (Table I). Nowadays clinical diagnostics are re-evaluated in the light of genetic studies. Indeed, all CAH are genetic disorders with autosomal recessive inheritance. The genes involved in all defects have been isolated and characterized, and specific mutations have been identified.

**21-Hydroxylase deficiency (see reviews: Morel and Miller, 1991; Miller, 1994; New, 1998; White and Speiser, 2000)**

Steroid 21-hydroxylase (CYP21; P450c21; E.C.1.14.99.10) (also termed 21-monooxygenase) is a microsomal cytochrome P450 enzyme that converts progesterone to deoxycorticosterone (DOC) and 17\(\alpha\)-hydroxyprogesterone (17\(\alpha\)-OHP) to 11-deoxycortisol, DHA = dehydroepiandrosterone; DHT = dihydrotestosterone. The 17\(\beta\)-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (17\(\beta\)-HSD) type III synthesizes testosterone in the Leydig cells of the testes, mainly from \(\Delta^4\)-androstenediol, or from \(\Delta^5\)-androstendione.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme deficiency</th>
<th>Sexual ambiguity</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Hormonal findings (plasma levels)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classical forms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OHP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-OH with salt loss</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-OH simple virilizing</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11(\beta)-OH</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(\beta)-HSD</td>
<td>±</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17(\alpha)-OH</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipoid CAH</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aThe marker of this enzyme defect is a very marked rise in 11-deoxycortisol (compound S).*

*bNormal or elevated for normal girl, or decreased in boys.*

21-OH = 21-hydroxylase; 11\(\beta\)-OH = 11\(\beta\)-hydroxylase; 3\(\beta\)-HSD = 3\(\beta\)-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase; 17\(\alpha\)-OH = 17\(\alpha\)-hydroxylase; lipoid CAH = lipid congenital adrenal hyperplasia; OHP = 17\(\alpha\)-hydroxyprogesterone; \(\Delta^4\) = \(\Delta^5\)-androstenedione, DHA = dehydroepiandrosterone, T = testosterone; Aldo = aldosterone; N = normal; ~0 = practically undetectable.
in the glomerulosa and fasciculata zones of the adrenal cortex respectively (Figure 1). This enzyme is the product of a gene (CYP21) located on the short arm of chromosome 6. The zona fasciculata and glomerulosa are the primary sites of CYP21 gene expression. However, numerous reports have shown that steroid 21-hydroxylase also occurs elsewhere, as suggested for instance by the finding of urinary or serum aldosterone in patients in whom a complete genetic defect was demonstrated (Koppens et al., 1998). The use of sensitive RT–PCR demonstrated low levels of CYP21 expression in the human skin (Slominski et al., 1996), lymphocytes (Zhou et al., 1997), heart (Kayes-Wandover and White, 2000), and hippocampus (Beyenburg et al., 2001), as well as a putative unrelated 21-hydroxylase activity in skin keratinocytes (Rogoff et al., 2001). Obviously, the extra-adrenal 21-hydroxylation by CYP21 (likely isoenzymes) may complicate the diagnosis of adrenocortical biosynthesis defects and possibly alter the phenotype of the CAH-affected patients (Speiser et al., 1991).

The disease has two major consequences, a state of cortisol deficiency and a hyperproduction of adrenal androgens due to ACTH overstimulation (Figure 2). The consequence is the excessive synthesis of adrenal sex hormone precursors and their metabolic by-products. These steroids are not 21-hydroxylated, and include progestins, androstenedione, and testosterone, dihydrotestosterone (DHT) and, to a lesser extent, estrogens, the three latter being produced by peripheral conversion from androstenedione. 21-Deoxycortisol (11β-hydroxy-17-OHP) is a compound normally produced in minute amounts because 17-OHP is not a good substrate for the 11β-hydroxylase enzyme (Figure 2).

Steroid 21-hydroxylase deficiency is a common monogenic defect that follows the prototypic pattern in that a gene encodes a protein that results in a metabolism that produces phenotype. However, the disease has a wide spectrum of clinical variants. These are not different diseases but represent points on a spectrum of disease severity directly related to the degree of enzymatic compromise conferred by a given genetic defect.

**Clinical manifestations**

Although this disorder can be viewed as a continuum from salt wasting (SW) forms to the moderate forms, they are divided into two broad groups: classical (severe, ex-congenital) and non-classical (NC) (less severe, formerly termed late onset or cryptic) forms. This classification is convenient, and moreover is supported by the evidence of specific genotypes associated with each group (see later).

**Classical forms**

In these cases, androgen excess causes external ambiguity and FPH in the affected females. Steroid 21-hydroxylase deficiency is by far the most frequent cause of FPH. The degree of masculinization of the external genitalia is variable, and classified into five Prader stages (Prader and Gurtner, 1955). Stage 1 applies to the presence of clitoromegaly, without labial fusion. Stage 2 describes clitoromegaly and posterior labial fusion. Stage 3 involves a greater degree of clitoromegaly with almost complete labial fusion and the presence of a urogenital sinus. In Stage 4 the clitoris has a phallic appearance, the urethral orifice is at the base of the clitoris and there is chordaee with otherwise completely fused labial fold. Stage 5 describes a male phenotype due to the penile transformation of the clitoris and urethra and complete fusion of the labial folds. Such infants would be mistaken for under-developed males, but close examination reveals a lack of palpable gonads. The internal genitalia are normal. Therefore, pelvic sonography reveals a uterus, Fallopian tubes and ovaries. Karyotype is 46,XX. Boys have no overt signs of androgen excess and have normally formed penis, scrotum, testicles and internal Wolffian ducts. They generally have hyperpigmentation of the genitalia, but may also look perfectly normal, and the SW crisis may be the first sign of the disorder. In both sexes, adrenal sonography may show enlarged and misshapen adrenal glands, but this is not always the rule.

Classical 21-hydroxylase deficiency is characterized by impaired adrenocortical function with a decrease in cortisol and aldosterone secretion and an increase in androgen secretion. The complete form with clinical SW is characterized by a salt loss crisis in the first (at least by the 4th) week of the life associated with a prenatal virilization. In >75% of patients with classical 21-hydroxylase deficiency, salt wasting occurs because they cannot produce sufficient aldosterone to maintain normal sodium balance. The symptoms include weight loss and lack of appetite, dehydration, vomiting, diarrhea, acidosis, and a general failure to thrive. Lack of cortisol impairs cardiac output and the ability to cope with stress. Patients may succumb if undiagnosed (particularly boys) from life-threatening hyponatraemia, dehydration and shock. The degree of virilization is not always dependent on the severity of the salt loss. The same clinical form is usually found in affected siblings, but a few exceptions have been reported (Stoner et al., 1986), likely due to complex pedigrees (see below).

In the other 25% or so, the patients are believed to have adequate aldosterone production and normal sodium balance, yet show signs of virilization, hence the term of simple virilizing (SV) form. Nevertheless, they almost always present an increased plasma renin activity (or active renin) which suggests a slight (compensated) deficiency in aldosterone synthesis.

![Figure 2. Steroid 21-hydroxylase deficiency. Steroids above the enzymatic block are produced in high amounts, whereas those below the block are abnormally low (shaded box). The biosynthetic pathway of 21-deoxycortisol is illustrated.](image-url)
Delayed diagnosis in this severe form is invariably associated with progressive virilization (precocious pseudo-puberty, with markedly advanced bone maturation), which in late childhood will induce central precocious puberty. Indeed, when advanced bone maturation has reached the average age of the onset of puberty, the latter begins. In other circumstances, the hypothalamo-pituitary axis may be down-regulated by high levels of testosterone produced by the peripheral metabolism of the adrenal precursors. When treatment is started testosterone is suppressed, thus the feedback loop opens and central puberty starts.

Apart from fundamental abnormalities in adrenocortical steroid production, adrenomedullary function is also compromised due to developmental defects in the formation of the adrenal medulla, leading to decreased production of catecholamines, mainly epinephrine (Merke et al., 2000; Weise et al., 2004). This is a possible factor for unstable cardiovascular status leading to shock and the characteristic ‘adrenal crisis’. It has even been proposed that measuring plasma free metanephrine and molecular genotype predict phenotype with similar accuracy (Charmandari et al., 2002b).

**Non-classical forms**

Non-classical (NC) 21-hydroxylase deficiency refers to the condition in which partial deficiencies of 21-hydroxylase permits a late onset, a less extreme hyperandrogenism and milder clinical symptoms or even no symptom at all. However, NC forms are allelic variants of the classical forms (Migeon et al., 1980; Kohn et al., 1982).

**Symptomatic forms.** These are defined by the absence of prenatal virilization (normal vaginal and urethral orifices and no labial fusion at the time of the diagnosis), and uneventful course throughout childhood, except for the manifestation of mild androgen excess symptoms such as postnatal onset of mild clitoral enlargement, accelerated growth rate with eventual bone age advancement. They are expressed as non-specific hyperandrogenism in females, particularly in the peri-pubertal period, and more rarely of pseudo-precocious puberty in children of both sexes (Forest, 1996). The clinical signs (premature pubarche, tall stature, and advanced bone age, menstrual disturbances, infertility, slowly progressive hirsutism, acne) occur in later childhood, adolescence or after puberty. At the most, a clitoromegaly is observed, but the presence of the fusion of the labia minora in some cases shows the difficulty of distinguishing the borderline between a SV form diagnosed in childhood and a NC form of rather early onset. Actually, genetic and hormonal studies of CAH families and the common use of 17-OHP measurements increase these difficulties as they move back the age of diagnosis of these forms.

**Asymptomatic forms.** Diagnosis is usually made in the course of genotyping and/or hormonal testing of families with classical 21-hydroxylase deficiency. The relatives present the same biochemical profiles as patients with a NC symptomatic form, but no symptoms. These asymptomatic forms are named cryptic forms. Variations of phenotypic appearance in the same family may depend on mechanisms other than the mutations of CYP21 gene. Other factors should be taken into account in explaining the variability in clinical expression. These patients may either produce less adrenal androgens or have inactive androgen activity in target tissues such as the skin. It has been suggested that increased sensitivity of the androgen receptor (AR) may explain the poor growth spurt and rapidly advanced bone age in adolescence. However, the observation of a family presenting with both CAH and AR gene mutation suggests that AR gene mutations or polymorphisms are not a common factor influencing the degree of hyperandrogenic symptoms displayed by CAH girls (Giwerzman et al., 2002). It is also possible that the symptoms of mild 21-hydroxylase deficiency may wax and wane depending on the degree of stress, providing variable stimuli for corticotrophin releasing hormone (CRH)—ACTH release.

**Heterozygotes**

Subjects heterozygous for any clinical form of 21-hydroxylase deficiency (carriers, detected by HLA in the past and by DNA studies nowadays, such as parents, siblings, relatives of affected offspring) are clinically normal. However, they manifest a very mild degree of 21-hydroxylase deficiency as evidenced by slightly increased ACTH-stimulated 17-OHP levels (Forest, 1992). The increase is significantly greater in groups of heterozygotes compared to groups of normal controls, but because of a large overlap between the two groups, the test cannot be used on an individual basis because only one-half to one-third of heterozygotes have a normal 17-OHP response to ACTH stimulation (Forest, 1996). On the contrary, during the same test the rise in 21-deoxycorticisol levels is quite discriminating, and very useful to detect the heterozygous state in the family members of CAH patients and in the general population.

As mentioned above, the present classification is convenient, but the distinction between each form is sometimes not easy. For example, it may be difficult to distinguish the clinical presentation of males with a SV form from males with NC 21-hydroxylase deficiency. In contrast, the distinction between NC forms and heterozygote subjects is easier if an ACTH test is performed (see below).

**Incidence**

In recent reports, estimates based on case surveys have varied between 1:12 099 to 1: 23 044, except in Asian countries (1:43 764). In the worldwide experience of neonatal screening reported by Pang and Clark (1993), the incidence was estimated as 1:14 199 live births for homozygous patients, 1:60 for heterozygous subjects, with a gene frequency of 0.0083. Two populations, the Yupik Eskimos (Alaska) and the people of La Réunion (France) have been reported with greater than usual frequency (1:282 and 1:2141 respectively).

The frequency of NC forms has been evaluated to be 1:27 for Ashkenazi Jews, 1:53 for Hispanics, 1:63 for Yugoslavia, 1:333 for Italians and 1:1000 for other Caucasians. By a different approach, this group confirmed a high frequency for the NC gene (10%) (Sherman et al., 1988). These studies suggest that >1% of the population is heterozygous carrier for a NC allele. However, the incidence may significantly vary between populations. On the other hand, prevalence of NC among hirsute women is ≈10% in all studies made whatever the population, in France (personal data), Italy, or Central Anatolia (Kamel et al., 2003), and was similar in children presenting with premature pubarche (Forest and Morel, 1992).
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Diagnosis

The diagnosis of classical 21-hydroxylase deficiency is based on markedly elevated serum levels of 17-OHP, which is the main substrate for the enzyme. Baseline values are >300 nmol/l (≈ 1000 ng/ml) in severely affected infants as compared to those of normal newborns which are <3–6 nmol/l (≈ 10–20 ng/ml). Other findings are inappropriate low serum or urinary aldosterone, in the face of hyponatraemia, hyperkalaemia and hyperreninaemia. The hormonal diagnosis can be further defined by performing an ACTH (cosyntropin) stimulation (Forest, 1992), and comparing precursor:product ratios, thus differentiating 21-hydroxylase deficiency from other forms of CAH (Table I). In practice, the finding of basal 17-OHP levels >600 nmol/l (>2000 ng/ml) is diagnostic of classical forms. SV patients have somewhat lower 17-OHP levels, although the range overlaps that seen in SW patients (>300–600 nmol/l). Androstenedione offers similar information but the differences are less pronounced (New et al., 1983). Testosterone is elevated in prepubertal boys and in females at all ages before diagnosis. Basal cortisol is very low (still measurable) in both SW and SV forms, with no significant rise after ACTH stimulation.

Other steroid analysis methods have been described, the most prominent of which is gas chromatography–mass spectrometry of urinary or serum steroids (Wudy et al., 2000), but this costly material is not available everywhere, and the diagnostic profile is more evident after 1 week of life (Shackleton, 1976).

Diagnostic criteria and management are still a matter of controversy in patients presenting with NC forms of 21-hydroxylase deficiency. They may have mildly elevated hormone levels, especially in early infancy. However, random measurements of 17-OHP are often normal in NC patients. This is why we and others (Ibanez et al., 1995; Torok et al., 2003b) believe that an ACTH stimulation test must be performed to establish the accumulation of specific markers in the NC forms. In most NC patients, stimulated levels of 17-OHP are >60 nmol/l (200 ng/ml). However, the threshold value between NC and heterozygotes is also a matter of discussion, because 17-OHP levels vary markedly between patients, e.g. 45–600 nmol/l (150–1000 ng/ml) (stress effect). Comparison of 17-OHP-stimulated levels and genotyping have shown that ACTH-stimulated values of 17-OHP between 30 and 51 nmol/l seem to have overestimated the diagnosis (Bachega et al., 2000). Recent protocols with low dose ACTH seem to be equivalent to the classical high dose test for making the diagnosis. Androgens are variably elevated. Basal and ACTH-stimulated levels of cortisol are normal in NC patients.

Molecular genetic basis of the disease

Normal gene

The 21-hydroxylase activity is mediated by cytochrome P450-C21. The structural gene encoding P450c21 (now named CYP21, ex-CYP21B) and a pseudogene (now named CYP21P, ex-CYP21A) are located on chromosome 6p21.3, within the major human histocompatibility complex (HLA), ∼30 kb apart, adjacent to and alternating with the C4B and C4A genes encoding the fourth component of serum complement, and two genes (XA and XB) for an extracellular matrix protein termed tenascin-X (Bristow et al., 1993). These genes are located in tandem and in an array (C4A, CYP21P, XA, C4B, CYP21 and XB). Genes C4A, C4B, CYP21 and XB all encode functional proteins, while CYP21P and XA genes are transcribed in the adrenal cortex, but do not encode proteins. The relationship between CYP21 and X genes is most unusual since these genes overlap one another on opposite strands of DNA (Miller, 1994). This duplicated region of 35 kb has an extremely high degree of nucleotide identity, indicating frequent crossover events and making genetic distinction of the loci difficult (Gitelman et al., 1992).

Mutations in the CYP21 gene

The major mechanism by which the active gene acquires defects is via transfer of segments from the pseudogene to the active gene (Morel et al., 1992; Wedell and Luthman, 1993; Wedell, 1998; White et al., 1994). So far, all mutations causing 21-hydroxylase deficiency apparently result from either a complete deletion of the genes C4B and CYP21B (a product of misalignment and unequal crossing-over between chromatids during meiosis). This results in large 30 kb deletions and a single non-functioning CYP21P/CYP21 fusion gene (termed macronversion). Southern blot studies show that ∼20% of CAH chromosomes carry large alterations of the CYP21 gene: deletions or macronversion of CYP21 into CYP21P gene. However, the frequency of the gene deletion(s) varies between populations (11–35%), the highest being found in the Northern European population. Nevertheless, rearrangements of the HLA class III region and the polymorphism of the gene C4 might be useful for antenatal diagnosis.

However, it soon appeared that in the majority of the patients (∼70–75%), the enzyme defect resulted from deleterious point mutations. These mutations apparently result from partial non-reciprocal sequence transfer from CYP21P to CYP21, a mechanism termed microconversion (Morel et al., 1989). Twelve of the 15 mutations of the CYP21 gene represented in Figure 3 are normally present in CY21P, and can be identified directly on the CYP21 gene specifically amplified by PCR.

The wide range of CAH phenotypes is associated with multiple mutations known to affect 21-hydroxylase enzyme activity. To date, ∼100 different CYP21 mutations have been reported, mostly point mutations, but small deletions or insertions have also been described, as well as complete gene deletions. As mentioned above, 15 mutations, constituting 90–95% of alleles, are derived from intergenic recombination of DNA sequences between the CYP21 gene and the highly homologous CYP21P, while the remaining are spontaneous mutations. A reliable and accurate detection of CYP21 mutations is not only important for clinical diagnosis, but also for carrier detection as there is a high variability in the basal level of 17-OHP between normal and heterozygous individuals.

There is an increasing number of reports concerning the genetics of 21-hydroxylase deficiency from various countries in the world. The percentage of given mutations varies, and some rare mutations have been demonstrated (see review in White and Speiser, 2000). For instance, there is a high prevalence of the mutation Q318X in Tunisia (Kharrat et al., 2004), or three novel mutations due to a founder effect in Brazil (Billerbeck et al., 2002). A cluster of four pseudogene-derived point mutations in exons 7 and 8 on a single allele seems particular to the Dutch
population (Stikkelbroeck et al., 2003b). In Finland, there seem to be multiple independent founder CYP21I gene mutations arisen from a single individual, some of which are of local fairly recent origin, while others seem to have been introduced in Finland by ancient European immigrants (Levo and Partanen, 1997; Levo et al., 1999).

De novo deletions and de novo apparent conversions have been reported, the latter usually involving the intron 2 nt 656g mutation and comprising ~1% of 21-hydroxylase-deficient alleles. The allele frequency of de novo gene conversion in intron 2 in the general population is estimated 1 in 2 × 10^4 (White and Speiser, 2000).

Finally, 21-hydroxylase deficiency might be revealed by an incidentaloma (adrenal adenoma) late in life (Ravichandran et al., 1996). Screening of 21-OH mutations in patients with adrenal adenomas indicates a higher frequency of heterozygotes for classic CAH (16%) than in the general population (1–2%), as well as for a manifest 21-OH deficiency (2%) (Baumgartner-Parzer et al., 2002). Chimeric CYP21P/CYP21 genes have been described, being for instance the consequence of a 26 or 32 kb deletion in the C4-CYP21 repeat module of CYP21P, tenasin A (XA), serine/threonine nuclear protein kinase (RP2), and the C4B and CYP21 genes (Lee, 2004).

In brief, several strategies based on PCR-driven amplification with allele-specific oligonucleotides to the CYP21I gene have been developed. One reaction for PCR amplification of the CYP21I gene and the chimeric CYP21P/CYP21 gene using mixed primers in combination with nested PCR and single-strand conformation polymorphism is considered highly efficient and accurate for molecular diagnosis of 21-hydroxylase deficiency. In some laboratories full sequencing of the coding part of the CYP21I gene and of its promoter is also used (Guidollet-Tardy, 2002).

**Association between genotype and phenotype**

The results of in vitro transfection studies, with some exceptions, confirm the relationship between genotype and phenotype. So far, all mutations causing 21-hydroxylase deficiency apparently result from either a complete deletion of C4B and CYP21P (a product of unequal crossing-over during meiosis), or gene microconversion events (resulting in the transfer to CYP21I of mutations normally present in the pseudogene) (Figure 3). Indeed, the study of the in vitro activity of P450c21 from mutated genes transfected in COS cells has shown that there were various degrees of severity in the enzyme deficiency, and has led to the conclusion that there are close associations between genotypes and phenotypes.

This has been agreed by several authors (White et al., 1994; Frisch et al., 2002; Grigorescu-Sido et al., 2002; Guidollet-Tardy, 2002; Hughes, 2002), with a few exceptions concerning the intron 2 mutation, or special rearrangements (L’Allemand et al., 2000).

In brief, patients carrying ‘severe’ mutations which destroy all P450c21 activity (complete absence of the CYP21I gene, gene conversion, 8bp deletion or specific point mutations) present the classical SW form of 21-hydroxylase deficiency, whether homozygous or heterozygous for any of these lesions. In these groups, 25% of the mutant alleles carry either deletion mutations or large gene conversions, while 75% have CYP21I mutations alone, or associated with C4A and CYP21P gene deletions, with C4B and CYP21I deletions, with CYP21P and C4 duplication, or undefined mutations (Morel and Miller, 1991). In addition, a change of isoleucine to asparagine at codon 172 is the most common cause of the SV form of 21-hydroxylase deficiency.

In contrast, three point mutations (V282L, P453S and P30L) have maintained a partial enzyme activity, and result in NC forms of the disease. The presence of any of these three ‘mild’ mutations on one allele will determine the clinical expression of the disease. Whether homozygous (mild/mild) or compound heterozygote (severe/mild), the patient will have a NC form of 21-hydroxylase deficiency. However, he/she will be at risk of having a child with classical 21-hydroxylase deficiency if the partner is carrying a severe mutation on one allele, whether he/she is a simple heterozygote, a compound heterozygote or affected with classical CAH (Figure 4).
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The most common lesion in classical 21-hydroxylase deficiency is the amino acid A → G substitution 13 bp before the end of intron 2, resulting in aberrant splicing of pre-mRNA, which, for hitherto unexplained reasons, does not always correlate with clinical expression. It should also be stressed that genetic diagnosis is more complicated for 21-hydroxylase deficiency than for many other monogenic disorders due to the high variability of the locus. This includes coexistence of two or more mutations on an allele, or the presence of more than one CYP21/C4 repeat unit on the same chromosome. An interesting case illustrates the difficulties of genotyping in 21-hydroxylase deficiency (Baumgartner-Parzer et al., 2003).

Therefore genotyping must be made with segregation of mutations in families, before genetic counselling, particularly when prenatal diagnosis and treatment are requested. Experienced molecular biologists can now predict not only the risk of a couple having an affected child, but also what would be the clinical form (classical or NC) of the disease. Moreover, genotypes of deletion, gene conversion or severe mutations motivate prenatal treatment of affected female fetuses, whereas genotypes of less severe mutations do not (see examples in Figure 4).

The incidence of CYP21 mutations in 21-hydroxylase deficiency has been extensively studied in the last 10 years. No significant differences have been observed in Caucasian populations; the most frequent single mutations are the mutation in intron 2 in SW and SV forms, I172N in SV form and V281L in NC form (Figure 3).

From the screening of a large cohort of 21-hydroxylase patients (>1500 families), a similar incidence was observed, except for some less frequent mutations (Guidollet-Tardy, 2002). In particular, the Q318X mutation creating a stop codon was identified in >7% of chromosomes, contrasting with its low incidence in other European studies (for instance, 1:186 chromosomes in Sweden). As the population studied included Caucasians and Arabs, an extensive molecular study of the CYP21 gene has been done in 25 unrelated Tunisian families with classical 21-OH deficiency: all affected females presented genital masculinization at birth and all have had some degree of clinical salt loss. A high consanguinity was observed. Using a cascade strategy (digestion by restriction enzymes, sequencing), mutations have been identified in all affected chromosomes (Guidollet-Tardy, 2002). Surprisingly, Q318X mutation appears to be the most common (~40%) and is somewhat linked with a CYP21 gene polymorphism. The incidence of other mutations does not differ from that previously described in intron 2 (28%) and I172N (12%). As no mild mutation alone was found, a close association between genotype and phenotype exists. It is the first time that such a large prevalence of rare CYP21 mutations has been reported in a given ethnic group. If confirmed by other studies including more patients, screening for the Q318X mutation in an Arab population should be considered.

Treatment

Treatment is based on the principle of replacing normal glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid needs, in the classical forms, and psychological support. Most female patients also need surgical repair of the external genitalia.

Glucocorticoid treatment

Usual treatment includes hydrocortisone and 9α-fludrocortisol, split into two or three daily doses. Salt supplementation is recommended in infants and children. At these ages, the preferred glucocorticoid replacement is hydrocortisone, theoretically in a dose of 10–15 mg/m²/day, but adjusted to the smallest dose able to normalize growth and physical maturation, and at the same time to maintain hormonal values within acceptable limits. The bioavailability of oral hydrocortisone is high and may result in supraphysiological cortisol concentrations within 1–2 h after administration of high doses. As the clearance of hydrocortisone is lower in the evening, and hence the drug more bioavailable after a night-time dose (Charmandari et al., 2001), this suggests that it is not advisable to weight the daily dose higher in the evening. In children and adolescents, the physiological cortisol secretion has been re-estimated at ~6–7 mg/m²/day (Kerrigan et al., 1993). However, supraphysiological glucocorticoid doses are required to suppress adrenal androgen adequately in CAH patients. It is important to realise that a single dose of hydrocortisone, being shortlasting, is not capable of controlling adrenocortical secretions over the nycthemeron.

Hydrocortisone is not available in all countries—some have to use cortisone acetate. An exceptional case of failure of treatment...
of CAH has been reported, because of concomitant defective 11β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase reductase activity (Nordenstrom et al., 1999a). Despite optimal substitution therapy, and compliance, control of classical CAH is often inadequate at puberty, and the problems encountered relate to hypocortisolism and/or hyperandrogenism. Indeed, puberty is associated with alterations in cortisol pharmacokinetics resulting in increased clearance and volume of distribution with no change in half-life (Charmandari et al., 2002a). On the other hand, it has been suggested that at puberty an increased sensitivity of the androgen receptor may explain the poor growth spurt due to a rapidly advanced bone age. However, the observation of a patient presenting with both CAH and AR gene mutation does not support this concept as the sole factor for reducing final height in most CAH patients (Giwercman et al., 2002). Thus it has been proposed to combine morning hydrocortisone with a night-time dose of prednisone in order to suppress the overnight rise in ACTH.

Other long-acting, more potent glucocorticoids, such as prednisone and dexamethasone, have negative effects upon growth, but are more widely used in adult CAH patients because they are more convenient. Adolescent and adult may be treated with prednisone (5–7.5 mg daily in two divided doses, or dexamethasone 0.25–0.5 mg in one or two daily doses). These patients on long-acting steroids should be monitored carefully for signs of Cushing’s syndrome (rapid weight gain, hypertension, striae and osteopenia), effect on body mass index (BMI) and blood pressure (Roche et al., 2003). Nowadays, in adulthood lower dose of prednisolone (Punthakee et al., 2003) or dexamethasone (Li et al., 2003) than previously used are recommended.

**Mineralocorticoid treatment**

In SW patients life-long mineralocorticoid treatment is necessary, but additional salt supplements are needed to maintain plasma sodium concentration and renin in the normal ranges during infancy (0.5–5 nmol/l/day) (Mullis et al., 1990). In our experience, salt supplementation (2–3 g/day) is given from birth to late childhood. We adjust the mineralocorticoid dose necessary to restore normal renin levels (active renin, or plasma renin activity). The only oral mineralocorticoid available is 9α-fluocortisol. The dose is usually 30–75 μg per day, rarely >150 μg in our experience, but some authors apparently use higher doses (up to 400 μg/day) probably because they do not supplement correctly for salt deprivation. In infants, we distribute the total treatment in three divided doses, and we ask the pharmacist to prepare adequate capsules for the parents’ convenience and to support compliance. When the treatment is not adequately controlled, we always correct first the mineralocorticoid needs, because this will diminish the need for glucocorticoids. Indeed, when renin is elevated, ACTH shows a tendency to increase, thus larger doses of glucocorticoids are needed. SV patients are also given mineralocorticoids when plasma renin is elevated. On the other hand, NC forms never need mineralocorticoid treatment, and should not be treated systematically by glucocorticoids (Merke and Kabbani, 2001). Treatment should be only symptomatic.

**Stress dosing**

In case of adrenal crisis, surgery or severe acute disease, treatment must be adapted as detailed in Table II. It is common to hear that NC patients never have a salt crisis. However, throughout the world the community of paediatric endocrinologists has experienced a few cases with tragic consequences, particularly if over-treated.

**Dose titration**

The biological criteria to optimize treatment are controversial. Some authors use mainly clinical development (growth velocity and bone age). Others measure hormone levels: 17-OHP (in serum or saliva) and/or serum androstenedione and/or testosterone which are believed to be the most sensitive index of biochemical control. We believe that 17-OHP should not return to normal for age levels, but being kept in a reasonable range in the morning before the first therapeutic doses (30–100 nmol/l). Nycthemeral variations should be maintained, and nadir values be <10 nmol/l. Testosterone is also a very useful parameter in females at all ages, and in prepubertal boys, and contrary to 17-OHP should be maintained in the normal range for age. In pubertal females, androstenedione and LH should be monitored because of the risk of developing polycystic ovaries. In

| Day before (-1) | Hydrocortisone im (2 mg/kg) i.m. injection |
| Day of surgery (0) | Hydrocortisone (cortisol; 2 mg/kg) and Syncortyl (DOC acetate; 2.5 or 5 mg) i.m. injection |
| Before surgery | Hydrocortisone (2.5 mg/kg) i.m. injection |
| During surgery | Perfusion i.v. with glucose solution 10% with NaCl 20% (a total of 0.5 g/kg body weight of sodium chloride in 24 h) containing cortisol hemisuccinate (2.5 mg/kg) |
| The volume of perfusion is a maximum of 150 ml/kg/day |
| After surgery, in the evening | NaCl (0.5 g/kg) split into two or three doses during the day |
| Day after surgery (+1) | Hydrocortisone (2 to 5 mg/kg) i.m. injection |
| Syncortyl (only if necessary according to plasma electrolytes) (2.5 or 5 mg) |
| Following days (+2 to +4) | Reduce progressively the doses of hydrocortisone, for example if the child is doing well give oral treatment: |
| on day +3 = twice the usual dose |
| on day +4 = 1.5 times the usual dose |
| on day +5 = the usual dose |
| Close follow-up from day –1 to day +5 of: plasma electrolytes twice a day, proteins, blood pressure every 4 h, weight, diuresis etc. |
pubertal males, testosterone and LH/FSH indicate whether treatment is well controlled, because increased adrenal androgens may suppress the pituitary.

Although dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) and its sulphate (DHEAS) are quantitatively the most important adrenal androgens, they are of no use to monitor treatment because they are readily suppressed in treated patients (Brunelli et al., 1995).

Renin, aldosterone and potassium are useful to monitor mineralocorticoid treatment. They should return to normal values for age, but not below, since it is important not to give overdoses to the patients. Blood pressure should also be evaluated routinely.

Surgery

In virilized females, the principal aims of surgery are to reduce clitoris/phallus size, create a vaginal orifice that will allow menstrual flow and intercourse, and to correct the urogenital sinus and vaginal pouch to prevent incontinence. Current thinking and practice are evolving, or even controversial. In the past, the surgeons have undertaken early clitoral recession and labioscrotal reduction, followed by vaginal pull-through at 2–4 years of age. Later on, early clitoroplasty and genitoplasty were recommended, definitely by the age of 18 months and in the hands of experienced paediatric surgeons, a single-stage procedure was performed with encouraging results (Donahoe and Gustafson, 1994; Farkas and Chertin, 2001). The commitment to raise a 46,XX child as a boy is a very rare event, and the surgery requires many steps (Dasgupta et al., 2003).

In recent years, the approach to genital reconstruction has changed, because minor to major vaginal reconstruction is cruelly needed at adolescence (Creighton et al., 2001). An alternative approach is to do partial clitoral reduction in infancy, with vaginoplasty reserved for late adolescence. The decision of whether, when, and what type of genital surgery is desirable needs to be reviewed with the family and/or the patient, experienced surgeons, endocrinologists, and psychologists (Clayton et al., 2002).

Alternative treatment(s), new approaches

During the past 50 years, since the discovery of cortisone therapy as an effective treatment for CAH, many advances have been made in the management of 21-hydroxylase deficiency. Despite these advances, the clinical management of patients with CAH is often complicated by abnormal growth and development, iatrogenic Cushing’s syndrome, inadequately treated hyperandrogenism, and infertility.

New treatment approaches to classical CAH represent potential solutions to these unresolved issues. At the National Institutes of Health, a long-term randomized clinical trial is investigating a new treatment regimen combining a reduced hydrocortisone dose, an anti-androgen, and an aromatase inhibitor. Peripheral blockade of androgens may also be helpful in the adult CAH woman with polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS) (White and Speiser, 2002).

Recently a promising approach was to give CAH children growth hormone treatment with or without GnRH analogues in order to improve final height (New, 2001a).

Other promising new treatment approaches include GnRH agonist-induced pubertal delay with or without growth hormone therapy, alternative glucocorticoid preparations or dose schedules. New treatment approaches currently under investigation include combination therapy to block androgen action and inhibit estrogen production, and bilateral adrenalectomy in the most severely affected patients (Gunther et al., 1997). Adrenalectomy will not alleviate problems caused by gonadal adrenal rests. Other approaches, which are in a preclinical stage of investigation, include treatment with a corticotrophin-releasing hormone antagonist and gene therapy (Merke et al., 2002). The applicability and success of these new approaches await the results of current research.

Prenatal diagnosis and treatment (Forest et al., 1993; Forest, 1997; New, 1998)

Prenatal diagnosis

Prenatal diagnosis of 21-hydroxylase deficiency has always improved at the same time as the advances of endocrinology and genetic fields. By 1975, prenatal diagnosis had been attempted in the second trimester of pregnancy on the basis of raised 17-OHP levels in the amniotic fluid (Forest, 1985; New, 1990). Diagnosis and genetic tracking of CAH were greatly facilitated by its linkage to HLA. However, the molecular approach of 21-hydroxylase deficiency has been an important step in prenatal diagnosis, improving its early timing and safety. Indeed, studies of the C4-CYP21 gene locus and the CYP21 mutations simplify the procedures for an early and accurate prenatal diagnosis in the first trimester.

Nowadays, genotyping is made by allele-specific amplification (Theodoropoulou et al., 2001) or full sequencing (Guidollet-Tardy, 2002), but pitfalls may be observed in cases of complex gene conversions and rearrangements between the CYP21 and CYP21P, which pose unique complications for prenatal diagnosis (Mao et al., 2002). Thus, it has been proposed that direct mutation detection should be supported by linkage analysis, whenever possible, in order to provide more comprehensive information for the family (Mao et al., 2002).

Point mutations of the CYP21 gene could be detected after specific PCR amplification of the functional CYP21 gene. Study of the C4-CYP21 gene locus by Southern blot analysis and that of the CYP21 gene mutations by PCR simplify the procedures for an early and accurate prenatal diagnosis in the first trimester (New et al., 2001). In these circumstances, most families are informative. Moreover, using this direct genetic analysis associated with the possibility of detecting the heterozygotes in a non-related-CAH population, a prenatal diagnosis by molecular methods could be done in a family without a previous CAH affected child.

Nowadays, prenatal diagnosis is usually performed on chorionic villous sampling (CVS). However, if CVS is not available or refused by the parents, amniocentesis can still be performed, and be very helpful.

Genetic counselling

When considering prenatal diagnosis and/or treatment, the first step is to offer genetic counselling. The role of genetic counselling is to give the parents all available information about the disease, to explain to them what are the clinical forms and their consequences, the possibility of prenatal diagnosis and prenatal
treatment. Prediction of the clinical form of the disease in a couple at risk is possible, based on the complete genotype of the future parents (Figure 4).

Genetic counselling is easy within the same kindred, provided there are adequate hormonal and molecular genetic studies in a nuclear family with a previously affected child. Complete genetic analysis is made in the index case, and the lesions identified in the parents (in order to exclude a de novo mutation). A clinico-genetic correlation should be made, thus both parents should also have hormonal studies, i.e. measurement of basal or ACTH-stimulated 17-OHP levels, in order to document a NC form of the disease, cryptic or ignored.

Genetic counselling is more difficult when the index case is a parent or a relative, or even when there is no index case. There are increasing and pressing requests for genetic counselling from CAH patients or relatives of a CAH patient, when they desire children. Often the genetic status of the partner is unknown, but the couple want to know what is the risk of having a CAH child, and what would be the clinical expression in case of CAH. Heterozygote detection is not a goal for prenatal diagnosis per se, but has to be performed on this occasion.

Although neonatal screening is now available (see below), such studies do not allow the detection of NC forms of 21-hydroxylase deficiency and all the more so that of heterozygotes in a general population. On the other hand, it is not yet conceivable to use molecular genetic studies for population screening of carriers of 21-hydroxylase deficiency. However, adequate hormonal studies can now allow the detection of heterozygosity. Indeed, heterozygote subjects for 21-hydroxylase deficiency have subtle anomalies after ACTH stimulation. As mentioned above, post-ACTH levels of 21-deoxycortisol are significantly elevated in heterozygotes, with little overlap, and the test is discriminating in ~90% of the individuals tested (Figure 5).

Our strategy for detection of heterozygote is currently straightforward. The indication for such studies is when one person of a given couple is known to be heterozygote (or eventually at risk for it). A search for heterozygocity will be made in the partner. The first step is to give the subject a short ACTH test and measure 21-deoxycortisol levels. If the subject is predicted to be heterozygote, molecular genetic studies of her/his CYP21 genes are made. According to the gene lesions found, one can now predict whether the offspring is at risk for a classical or NC form of CAH, and whether prenatal diagnosis is indicated or not (Figure 6).

**Prenatal therapy**

Sexual ambiguity is a major complication of the disease, bearing the risk of sex misassignment, requiring difficult reconstructive surgery fraught with risks of functional impairment, and eventually leading to impaired long-term quality of life. This is why prenatal therapy has been proposed for preventing the in utero virilization of CAH females. (David and Forest, 1984). The rationale of treatment involves providing sufficient glucocorticoid levels to the fetus to suppress excessive ACTH stimulation. Dexamethasone was chosen because it crosses the placenta and has a long half-life. Protocol was as follows: treatment was proposed to mothers at risk to have a fetus with a classical form of CAH, and who decided to continue pregnancy whether the fetus was affected or not. Treatment had to be started early (≥8th week of amenorrhoea), i.e. prior to any possible prenatal diagnosis, continued until term only in the case of a CAH female fetus and stopped in all other cases. Thus, seven out of eight fetuses were treated needlessly. Prenatal diagnosis in treated mothers is nowadays performed on CVS, by molecular studies of the 21-hydroxylase genes (Figure 7).

Fetal sexing is part of the prenatal diagnosis. It has been known for at least a decade that fetal cells are found in maternal blood. Fetal sex prediction could be achieved using PCR targeted at the SRY gene by analysing cell-free fetal DNA in maternal serum. Unfortunately, the results reported to date show lack of sensitivity, especially in the first trimester of pregnancy. A new highly sensitive real-time PCR was developed to detect an SRY gene sequence in maternal serum in the first trimester (6–11 weeks pregnancy). No false negative results were observed. Furthermore, no false positive results occurred, although 27 women who carried a female fetus during the current pregnancy had had at
least one previous male-bearing pregnancy. Thus, the analysis of
cell-free fetal DNA in maternal plasma for fetal sex determination
would abolish the need for corticosteroid administration and CVS
in women with male fetuses at risk for 21-hydroxylase deficiency:
then only three out of eight fetuses at risk would have unneces-
sary treatment (Morel et al., 2003).

The mode of action of dexamethasone is still debated, because
it is not certain that the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis is
operating at the onset of treatment. It has been suggested that
the action is direct on the adrenal secretion itself. However, this
hypothesis is not supported by recent in vitro experiments
(Dardis and Miller, 2003).

When the mother is CAH-affected, the treatment protocol
represents a somewhat different situation because she is having
a substitution treatment, mostly consisting of glucocorticoids
(hydrocortisone or dexamethasone) and mineralocorticoids. It is
important to determine the risk for the fetus in the couple. If the
couple is found to be at risk for the classic form, then maternal
treatment is adapted or changed to the current protocol of prena-
tal treatment (total daily dose of 20 μg/kg body weight of dexa-
methasone, split into two or three doses), with no change in
mineralocorticoids. However, if the fetus is only at risk for a NC
form, maternal treatment need not be modified.

Satisfactory results of prenatal treatment rely on early
initiation of treatment and a divided (i.e. twice daily or three
times daily) daily dose. The effective dose was investigated, and
appeared to be 20 μg/kg of maternal weight per day (Forest,
1997). The occurrence of variable side-effects in the mothers,
severe in a few, suggests that the minimal effective dose should
be used and that unnecessary treatment should be discontinued
as early as possible. It is also important to remember that suc-
cessful prenatal therapy depends upon parental motivation and
effective collaboration between paediatricians, gynaecologists,
biologists and geneticists (Forest, 1997). The accumulated
European (Ritzen, 1998; Forest and Dörre, 2003) and American
(Carlson et al., 1999; New, 2001b) experiences show that the
benefits of dexamethasone treatment clearly outweigh the risks
and can help to allay anxiety and encourage future pregnancies
in these families. The present state of art indicates that prenatal
therapy is effective in significantly reducing or even eliminating
virilization of CAH females, sparing the children the conse-
duences of genital surgery, sex misassignment, and gender
confusion (Carlson et al., 1999).

However, both the physical and psychological development of
these children and the possibility of long-term adverse effects in
the mothers need to be further evaluated (Forest et al., 1998;
Lajic et al., 1998).

In view of these and other concerns, the prenatal treatment of
CAH remains an experimental therapy and, hence, must only be
done with fully informed consent in controlled prospective trials
approved by human experimentation committees at centres that
see enough of these patients to collect meaningful data.

Although no somatic teratological side-effects have been
found to date, animal experiments in the rat have suggested that
dexamethasone may have adverse effects of glucocorticoids on
brain, in particular the hippocampus, and might be responsible

Figure 7. Flow chart of prenatal treatment in a couple at risk for a classic form of 21-hydroxylase deficiency. AF = amniotic fluid.
for hypertension later in life (Seckl and Miller, 1997). However, recent studies in the sheep show no deleterious effect of dexamethasone therapy in early pregnancy (Dodic et al., 2003). The question whether there are long-term side-effects in unaffected human infants who nowadays submitted to very short prenatal treatment is more difficult to answer. A preliminary study was unable to document any adverse effects of early prenatal dexamethasone treatment in the doses recommended for the treatment of pregnancies at risk for CAH on motor and cognitive development (Meyer-Bahlburg et al., 2004a) or other features (Kay et al., 2000). At the moment such questions cannot be answered because the CAH and unaffected subjects should be followed for ≥20 years. This is why it is believed that a registry should be open for this treatment.

The main benefit of prenatal therapy is to ameliorate potentially genital ambiguity in affected female subjects, which it does. It is important that prenatal treatments would be in the hands of very specialized teams made of clinicians, biologists and geneticists. The risks of unnecessarily treating unaffected pregnancies, which now seem small, may not be fully elucidated for many years. Prenatal treatment must be done under careful, centralized and ideally long-term medical supervision.

Are there other beneficial effects of prenatal treatment? We believe so. In CAH-affected females, prenatal treatment not only prevents sexual ambiguity, but also may prevent the consequences of the in utero exposure to androgens, which might be deleterious for brain programming and induce PCOS. In both sexes, prenatal treatment prevents adrenal hypertrophy. Thus, the postnatal treatment with hydrocortisone is easier and more rapid to adjust at smaller dosages.

**Long-term outcome**

**Survival**

In severe forms of 21-hydroxylase deficiency, adrenal insufficiency may lead to a life-threatening event. A SW crisis during the first weeks of life may be the first sign of the disease in boys without a family history. In populations where there is no neonatal screening, affected females are ≥30% in excess (Murtaza et al., 1980), which means that many boys died without being diagnosed.

The risk of glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid deficiency is also high in treated patients exposed to infection, trauma, surgery or other significant stress that a healthy subject would cope with by increasing his cortisol secretion (Miller, 1994). A significant number of deaths due to insufficient substitution have been reported (Swerdlow et al., 1998). Otherwise limited complications occur and survival of well-treated patients is expected.

**Adult height**

In all reports, adult height has remained below target height (Muirhead et al., 2002). This is due to the use of supraphysiological levels of glucocorticoids necessary to control adrenal androgen excess, leading to hypercortisolism (Miller, 1994). The detrimental effect may result from different mechanisms, suppression of growth hormone secretion, or direct action on bone growth (Adler and Rosen, 1994). Besides, there is a risk of osteoporosis, although this is debated (de Almeida Freire et al., 2003; Christiansen et al., 2004). In early childhood, BMI correlates negatively with adult height (Yu and Grant, 1995).

As pointed out in the past by the group of Knorr in Munich, and recently documented in CAH patients in the first year of life and between the ages of 8 and 14 years, there is a dose-dependent negative effect of glucocorticoids on linear growth (Stikkelbroeck et al., 2003d). Indeed, growth is inhibited by excessive glucocorticoid treatment and this negative effect is dose-dependent in the first year of life (Manoli et al., 2002). Thus, in early childhood excessive metabolic control may be more harmful for linear growth than under-substitution with glucocorticoids (Girgis and Winter, 1997). Early diagnosed CAH patients who received lower cortisol equivalent doses during the first year of life reached a better final height (Balsamo et al., 2003). Some height is also lost during puberty (Manoli et al., 2002). Hence, monitoring treatment over the first 2 years and during puberty is critical for the height outcome of these patients (New et al., 1989).

In boys, excessive prepubertal androgen exposure due to uncontrolled CAH is associated with a reduction in adult somatic height but it does not routinely result in micropenis (Levy and Husmann, 1996).

**Fertility**

Fertility is classically reported as low in CAH female patients. Several factors have been suggested to contribute to this impaired fertility: adrenal overproduction of androgens and progestins (17-OHP and progesterone), ovarian hyperandrogenism, POCS, ovarian adrenal rest tumours, neuroendocrine factors, genital surgery, and psychological factors such as delayed psychosexual development, reduced sexual activity and low maternal feelings. Improving endocrine, surgical and psychological management could contribute to improving fertility chances in these patients (Stikkelbroeck et al., 2003a). Moreover, a recent report demonstrates that when adequately treated with a combination of glucocorticoids and mineralocorticoids, sexually active patients with the classic phenotype of CAH can become pregnant (Hoepffner et al., 2004). This further emphasizes the importance of mineralocorticoid replacement therapy.

The prevalence of testicular adrenal rest tumours in postpubertal CAH patients might be higher than previously reported, being 1.10 (Stikkelbroeck et al., 2003c). These benign tumours are often related to sub-optimal or even lack of glucocorticoid substitution, and usually, but not always, disappear with optimized therapy with dexamethasone (Benvenga et al., 1999). These adrenal rests have been shown to lead to temporary infertility, but it is not certain if they cause permanent testicular failure (Cutfield et al., 1983). Ultrasonography should be the method of first choice for detection and follow-up of these lesions (Stikkelbroeck et al., 2003c). The presence of adrenal rests within the testes of adult males with classic CAH are more frequent in the SW form, and are associated with a higher risk for infertility (Cabrera et al., 2001).

A single case of ovarian tumour identical to the testicular tumour of the adrenogenital syndrome has been reported in a CAH female under treatment for 35 years (Al-Ahmadie et al., 2001). Characteristic clinical and radiological findings help to differentiate this tissue from other tumours.
Effect of prenatal androgens on different dimorphisms

Prenatal androgen does not influence the development of human spatial abilities (Hines et al., 2003), nor hand preferences and language lateralization, two manifestations of neural asymmetry (Mathews et al., 2004).

By contrast, gender-typed behaviours and interest are influenced by prenatal androgens, CAH girls being more interested in masculine toys and having greater preference for masculine careers (Servin et al., 2003).

The left-hand digit ratio development is not influenced by in utero exposure to androgens (Buck et al., 2003). The results are consistent with the idea that behavioural masculinization in girls with CAH results from high levels of androgens during fetal development and not in postnatal life (Berenbaum et al., 2000). For others, prenatal androgen exposure reduces the ratio of the length of the second digit (2D) to the length of the fourth digit (4D). Normally, the 2D:4D ratio is greater in women than in men. Thus, prenatal androgen exposure plays a role in the establishment of the sex difference in human finger length patterns (Brown et al., 2002).

Finally, prenatal glucocorticoid deficiency with resulting alterations in the regulation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis, sex steroid excess, or some combination of the latter, preferentially affect the growth and development of the amygdala, a structure with major functional implications that warrant further exploration (Merke et al., 2003).

Psychosexual development

Prenatal androgenization affects gender-related behaviour but not gender identity (Meyer-Bahlburg et al., 2004b). Both physical and behavioural masculinization are related to each other and to genotype, indicating that behavioural masculinization is a consequence of prenatal androgen exposure (Hall et al., 2004).

To address questions about sex assignment in children with ambiguous genitalia, gender identity was studied in girls with CAH in relation to the characteristics of the disease and treatment, particularly genital appearance and surgery. Gender identity in girls with CAH was not related to the degree of genital virilization or age at which genital reconstructive surgery was done. Thus, moderate androgen excess early in development appears to produce a small increase in the risk of atypical gender identity, but this risk cannot be predicted from genital virilization (Berenbaum and Bailey, 2003).

Levels of CRH are elevated in patients with depression and anxiety and are expected to be elevated in CAH patients. It is unknown whether patients with 21-hydroxylase deficiency have an increased incidence of these psychiatric disorders.

Sexual life

CAH females have highly abnormal results for sensation in the clitoris. Genital surgery may disrupt sensory input. Sexual function also appears to be impaired and this may relate to the compromised sensitivity and restricted introitus. The possibility that women with CAH have deficient clitoral sensation ab initio cannot be excluded. These striking findings must be evaluated further in the light of the controversy about the issue of genital surgery in children with CAH (Crouch et al., 2004).

Diagnosis and management of 21-hydroxylase deficiency

Women with the SV form reported greater satisfaction and fewer concerns regarding their psychosexual and surgical outcome than women with the SW form.

Other

The presence of prostatic glandular tissue in females with 21-hydroxylase deficiency has been documented. These patients may be at risk not only for malignancies seen in genotypic females but also for prostate cancer (Winters et al., 1996).

Transitional care

To meet the needs of the young woman with CAH, it is important that the transition from paediatric to adult care be a process of parallel consultations over several years, always involving an experienced gynaecological endocrinologist. Questions about menstruation, sexuality, fertility and the possible necessity of complementary surgery are always important issues that need to be discussed (Hagenfeldt, 2004).

CAH is a lifelong disorder, which poses management problems that are age- and sex-specific. The condition merits an organized, multi-disciplinary transitional care format similar to the kind that is now well established for Turner’s syndrome in many centres. In the eyes of the paediatrician, achieving optimal growth is the primary target of CAH management during infancy and childhood. Fixation on this objective can be to the detriment of the patient, because it may result in failure to appreciate the significance of metabolic disturbances that occur in later childhood, particularly in females, and which may be the progenitor of chronic problems such as obesity, insulin resistance and infertility in adult life. Similarly, the care of the adult patient with CAH comprises more than just prescribing steroid replacement for primary adrenal insufficiency. The transition period between childhood and adulthood is an opportune time for reviewing the various management options and to assess the efficacy of steroid replacement, to consider alternative novel treatment modalities and to apply a checklist to the multi-faceted aspects of the medical, surgical and psychological needs of the patient (Hughes, 2004).

Neonatal screening (Forest et al., 1998; Brosnan et al., 1999)

This is made feasible by a simple technique: measurement of 17-OHP levels on dried blood samples. Early diagnosis of CAH can be lifesaving. With the advent of newborn screening programmes, fewer cases are missed. Because false positive results occur, especially in premature and low birthweight babies, infants with borderline elevations, although requiring follow-up, are often considered normal. Given the heterogeneity of phenotypes of CAH, less severe forms, especially in males, could result in marginally abnormal laboratory results early in life, with possible adverse effects later in life. Moreover, a recent report (Gudmundsson et al., 1999) describing a newborn female who, despite severe virilization, had only a borderline elevation in 17-OHP on newborn screening as well as the initial confirmatory testing, emphasizes the broad range of 17-OHP levels in CAH, the lack of correlation of these levels with clinical phenotype and the importance of the timing of both screening and confirmatory tests. Due to the complexity of interpreting these tests, an experienced paediatric endocrinologist should control any screening programme for CAH.
Some authors are rather enthusiastic for neonatal screening (Pang, 1997). More than 7.5 x 10^6 newborns have been screened for 21-hydroxylase deficiency worldwide. As a result of such efforts, neonatal screening for CAH has proven to be highly reliable and has benefited countless numbers of affected newborns with classical 21-hydroxylase deficiency by contributing to the early diagnosis of the disorder. Even in developing countries this programme is seriously envisioned (Chu et al., 2002) because of its simplicity and relatively low cost.

The screening process, however, is less reliable among low birthweight or preterm infants, and recent studies show that newly established normative reference levels based on birthweight or gestational age may minimize false positive rates and improve the efficacy of newborn screening for CAH, particularly in low birthweight newborns. In Switzerland it is considered highly reliable (Steigert et al., 2002), as well as in France. Furthermore, hormonal screening allows earlier treatment.

Recent experience in which the adjustment of 17-OHP threshold values to both age and birthweight (Olgemoller et al., 2003), and/or improved specificity of the method used (mass spectrometry) (Lacey et al., 2004) shows that the predictive value might be markedly improved. It is possible to identify the vast majority of classical cases of CAH in affected females without a neonatal mass screening programme. However, a significant number of boys with the SV form would be missed, whereas both SW boys and girls are diagnosed clinically (Torok et al., 2003a). Neonatal screening for CAH can be falsely negative in the event of neonatal dexamethasone treatment, illustrating the importance of a medical history (Rohrer et al., 2003).

Finally, neonatal screening must be confirmed by genotyping (Nordenström et al., 1999b). However, whereas molecular genetic diagnosis is a valuable tool, it cannot replace clinical acumen and hormonal assays (Speiser, 2001).

The value of screening of neonates for CAH is not universally accepted. Procedures for screening are recommended, however, in order to provide a structure for the testing and ultimately bring together data that will allow the screening to be judged beneficial or to be dismissed as no better than clinical recognition of the disease state.

Conclusions

The management of children and adolescents with CAH remains difficult. To assess the current European practice in diagnosis and management of CAH, an ESPE (European Society for Paediatric Endocrinology) survey was circulated in 2000/2001 (Riepe et al., 2002). The questionnaire was answered by 34% of ESPE members, representing 125 institutions, which cared for 6553 CAH patients. Paediatric endocrinologists, surgeons, gynaecologists, geneticists, and psychologists were involved in the immediate care of the CAH neonate and his family. Forty-four per cent of centres took part in neonatal screening programmes. In families at risk, prenatal dexamethasone therapy was started at a median gestational age of 6 weeks in a median dose of 20 μg/kg/day. Fifty-three per cent reported maternal adverse events, 8% observed adverse fetal events. Regarding feminizing surgery, 33% reported simultaneous clitoris reduction and vaginoplasty during infancy. However, clitoridectomy was still reported by 13% of centres, and vaginal dilatations have been performed by 27%. Although 71% of female CAH patients presented with psychosexual problems, only 17% undertook routine psychodiagnostics and counselling.

Hydrocortisone was the substance used for the treatment of CAH during growth in 84%; the median dose (mg/m^2/day) was 17.5 in infants, 15 in children and adolescents, and 13.75 in adults. The glucocorticoid dose was increased 2–6–fold during intercurrent stress. Mineralocorticoid was administered in cases of clinically manifest SW and of elevated plasma renin activity, to decrease high glucocorticoid doses, or according to genotype. All participating ESPE members felt the need for further improvement in prenatal diagnosis and treatment, compliance during puberty, screening programmes, psychological aspects, and corrective surgery.
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